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Abstract The main goal of this paper is to investigate the relation between the
meaning of a sentence and its truth conditions. We report on a comprehension
experiment on counterfactual conditionals, based on a context in which a light
is controlled by two switches. Our main finding is that the truth-conditionally
equivalent clauses (i) switch A or switch B is down and (ii) switch A and switch B are
not both up make different semantic contributions when embedded in a conditional
antecedent. Assuming compositionality, this means that (i) and (ii) differ in meaning,
which implies that the meaning of a sentential clause cannot be identified with its
truth conditions. We show that our data have a clear explanation in inquisitive
semantics: in a conditional antecedent, (i) introduces two distinct assumptions,
while (ii) introduces only one. Independently of the complications stemming from
disjunctive antecedents, our results also challenge analyses of counterfactuals in
terms of minimal change from the actual state of affairs: we show that such analyses
cannot account for our findings, regardless of what changes are considered minimal.
Keywords: counterfactuals, disjunctive antecedents, minimal change semantics, inquisitive
semantics, web survey
1 Introduction
There are two ways to look at the relation between the meaning of a sentence and its
truth conditions. The textbook view is that truth conditions completely determine
meaning: “To know the meaning of a sentence is to know its truth conditions”
(Heim & Kratzer 1998: p. 1). In the standard intensional semantics framework, this
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view is implemented by representing the meaning of a sentence as a set of possible
worlds—the set of those worlds in which the sentence is true.
An alternative view is that the meaning of a sentence carries some extra structure
beyond what is needed to capture its truth conditions, and that the notion of sentential
meaning is therefore more fine-grained than what is provided by sets of possible
worlds. Here, we focus on a particular framework instantiating this view, inquisitive
semantics (Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2013), although other semantic
frameworks are similar in this respect (Alonso-Ovalle 2006, 2009; Fine 2014).1
In inquisitive semantics, the meaning of a sentence is not represented as a set
of worlds, but as a set of such sets, which are referred to as the alternatives for the
sentence.2 A sentence is true at a world w in case w belongs to some alternative for
the sentence. Thus, in inquisitive semantics, the meaning of a sentence determines
the sentence’s truth conditions, but not the other way around: two sentences sharing
the same truth conditions may have distinct meanings.
The difference between these two views can be illustrated with a simple example.
Imagine two switches, called A and B, for which only two positions, up and down,
are possible. In this scenario, the sentences in (1) have the same truth conditions.
(1) a. Switch A or switch B is down.
b. Switch A and switch B are not both up.
Whenever (1a) is true, (1b) is true as well, and vice versa. In fact, given our
assumption that a switch is down just in case it is not up, the equivalence between (1a)
and (1b) can be regarded as an instance of de Morgan’s law (¬A∨¬B≡ ¬(A∧B)),
which is valid in classical logic—the logic arising from truth-conditional semantics.
On the textbook view, sentences (1a) and (1b) therefore have the same meaning.
In inquisitive semantics, by contrast, these sentences have distinct meanings.
As we will see in Section 3, (1a) is associated with two distinct alternatives, corre-
sponding to the two disjuncts, while (1b) is associated with a unique alternative.
The primary goal of this paper is to compare these two types of approaches,
and to determine whether the meaning of a declarative clause is identical to its truth
conditions. We did this by conducting a context-based comprehension experiment
in which we compared native speakers’ truth value judgments for the following
counterfactuals, in which (1a) and (1b) are embedded as antecedents:
(2) a. If switch A or switch B was down, the light would be off.
b. If switch A and switch B were not both up, the light would be off.
1 Dynamic theories (Kamp 1981; Heim 1982; Groenendijk & Stokhof 1990) also take this view but are
primarily concerned with discourse phenomena and anaphora, which we set aside here.
2 The semantic notion of alternatives at stake here should not be confused with the notion of focus
alternatives (Rooth 1985), or with the notion of scalar alternatives (e.g., Horn 1972).
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Our experimental results show that in a context where both switches are up, only
(2b), but not (2a), is sensitive to what would happen if both switches were down.
Given natural assumptions about compositionality, it follows that (1a) and (1b) are
not semantically equivalent, even though they have the same truth conditions. We
conclude, therefore, that meaning is not completely determined by truth conditions.
Having established this conclusion, we set out to explain how the truth-conditional
difference between the two counterfactuals in (2) arises from the non-truth-conditional
difference between their antecedents. A natural explanation can be given by combin-
ing an inquisitive semantics for the propositional connectives with the proposal by
Alonso-Ovalle (2009) for counterfactuals. According to this proposal, an antecedent
does not always provide a unique counterfactual assumption. When it is associated
with multiple alternatives, as in the case of (1a), each of these alternatives introduces
a separate assumption into the compositional process. Since (1a) and (1b) are asso-
ciated with different alternatives, the consequents of (2a) and (2b) are assessed in
different counterfactual scenarios, resulting in different truth conditions.
Furthermore, independently of the complications stemming from disjunctive
antecedents, our finding that the interpretation of (2b) depends on what happens when
both switches are toggled raises a novel challenge for theories of counterfactuals that
are based on the notion of minimal change from actuality (Stalnaker 1968; Lewis
1973). As we will see, regardless of what counts as a minimal change, our intuitions
about certain counterfactuals including (2b) are not accounted for.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our experiment. Section
3 introduces inquisitive semantics and shows how, in this framework, two clauses
sharing the same truth conditions can differ in meaning. Then, Section 4 shows
how a non-truth-conditional difference between antecedent clauses can give rise to a
truth-conditional difference at the level of the corresponding counterfactuals. Section
5 explains why our data challenge accounts of counterfactuals that are based on the
notion of minimal departure from actuality. Section 6 wraps up and concludes.
2 Experiment
2.1 Hypotheses and predictions
Throughout this paper, we assume the principle of semantic compositionality for
natural language; that is, the meaning of a complex expression is completely deter-
mined by the meaning of its constituents and by the way they are combined. This
implies that the meaning of a complex expression does not change when one of its
constituents ϕ is replaced by another expression ϕ ′ having the same meaning.
The central question we seek to answer is whether the truth conditions of a natural
language sentential clause completely determine its meaning. Our experiment took
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advantage of the truth-conditional equivalence between (1a) and (1b).
Under the hypothesis that truth conditions completely determine meaning, (1a)
and (1b) are predicted to have the same meaning no matter what environment
they are embedded in. Consequently, given compositionality, two natural language
constructions that embed (1a) and (1b) but are otherwise identical should have the
same meaning as well, and should be judged true in the same set of situations.
By contrast, under the hypothesis that sentence meanings are not fully determined
by their truth conditions, (1a) and (1b) may well differ in their meaning. If so, when
embedded in a larger construction, they could make a different semantic contribution,
resulting in different truth conditions for the whole sentence, which might be reflected
in native speakers’ truth value judgments.
To adjudicate between these two hypotheses, we embedded (1a) and (1b) in the
antecedent of a counterfactual conditional, as shown in (2), and we conducted a
comprehension experiment.
2.2 Experiment design and methods
Our experiment included three parts: (i) two pretests (Section 2.3), (ii) the main
experiment (Section 2.4), and (iii) three post-hoc tests (Section 2.5). Pretest I
confirmed the truth-conditional equivalence between (1a) and (1b) for native speakers
of English, and Pretest II confirmed that the critical sentences used in our main
experiment – (2a) and (2b) – are natural to native speakers to the same degree. In
the main experiment, we elicited native speakers’ truth value judgments for a set of
counterfactuals including (1a) and (1b). We used the three post-hoc tests to rule out
some alternative accounts for the finding of our main experiment.
We implemented our experiments and tests as web surveys using TurkTools
(Erlewine & Kotek 2016), which relies on the platform Amazon Mechanical Turk
(http://www.mturk.com). Participants were required to be located in the U.S. and
have a Mechanical Turk approval rate (an indication of reliability) of at least 95%.
In all tests, each participant was asked to judge two sentences: one target and one
filler sentence. For half of the participants, the target preceded the filler, while for the
other half, the order of presentation was reversed. Our fillers were all uncontroversial
in terms of naturalness or truth value, and thus the response to them was an indication
showing whether participants paid enough attention to stimuli.
In the main experiment, Pretest I, and the three post-hoc tests, participants were
shown a pictorial context3 along with a short descriptive text and were asked to judge
whether what the sentences say about the picture is ‘true’, ‘false’ or ‘indeterminate’.
In Pretest II, there was no pictorial context or descriptive text. Participants were
3 Our figures are adapted from multiway switches © Cburnett (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiway_
switching#/media/File:3-way_switches_position_2.svg) CC BY-SA 3.0.
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Figure 1 Pretest I. Switch A and B are both down, and the light is on.
asked to judge whether the sentences sound natural on a 7-point scale, where 1
stands for “totally unnatural” and 7 for “perfectly natural”.
Before the presentation of our stimuli, we gave examples illustrating the truth
value or naturalness judgment task. At the end of the survey, we asked participants
whether they were native speakers of English, whether they spoke British or Ameri-
can English or another dialect, and whether they had any comments for us (few did).
We stated that their answers to these questions would not affect the payment.
For the truth value judgment task, we paid each participant $0.10. For the
naturalness judgment task, we paid each participant $0.02.
We used participants’ responses to demographic questions and filler sentences
to filter data: responses from those who did not self-identify as native speakers of
American English or who failed to judge the filler sentence correctly were ruled out
from further analyses. If someone took part in our study more than once, only their
first response was included in data analysis. In all our tests, incorrect responses to
filler items accounted for the vast majority of rejected data.
2.3 Two pretests
2.3.1 Pretest I
Materials The goal of Pretest I was to confirm that (1a) and (1b) have identical
truth conditions. Since these sentences are both undoubtedly true when exactly one
of the two switches is down, and false when the two switches are up, we only elicited
truth value judgments of these sentences in a scenario where both switches are down.
To this end, we used the pictorial context in Figure 1 and asked participants to
provide truth value judgments for (1a)/(1b). We included the sentence Switch A is
up as a filler item, and discarded data from participants who failed to judge it false.
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Sentence Number True (%) False (%) Indet. (%)
(1a) 145 118 81.38% 23 15.86% 4 2.76%
(1b) 130 118 90.77% 11 8.46% 1 0.77%
Table 1 Results of Pretest I
Sentence Label Number Mean rating Standard deviation
(2a) A∨B>OFF 73 5.07 1.63
(2b) ¬(A∧B)>OFF 55 5.16 1.76
Table 2 Results of Pretest II
Results We collected data from 330 non-repetitive participants and rejected 16.67%
of the responses. As shown in Table 1, each sentence was judged true by over 80%
of participants. As expected, the results for both sentences did not differ significantly
(χ2(2,N = 275) = 5.23, p = 0.07). In the absence of evidence to the contrary, we
conclude that (1a) and (1b) are indeed truth-conditionally equivalent.
2.3.2 Pretest II
Materials Pretest II aimed to verify that the counterfactual sentences (2a) and
(2b) sound equally natural to native speakers. We used the sentence If I were in
the hallway, I would turn the light off as the filler item, and we excluded data from
participants who judged the filler lower than 5 (on a 7-point scale).
Results As shown in Table 2, both sentences were judged acceptable at comparable
levels: the t-test comparing the scores of these two sentences showed no significant
difference (p = 0.37). We conclude that any potential differences between the truth
value judgments of these two sentences are unlikely to be attributable to one of the
sentences being less natural than the other.
2.4 Main experiment
In our main experiment, we presented a context in which a light is controlled by
two switches, and asked participants to give truth value judgments for one of five
counterfactual sentences including (2a) and (2b).
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Figure 2 Main experiment. Switch A and B are both up, and the light is on.
Materials Our context consisted of the picture shown in Figure 2 and of the
following descriptive text:4
(3) Imagine a long hallway with a light in the middle and with two
switches, one at each end. One switch is called switch A and the
other one is called switch B. As this wiring diagram shows, the
light is on whenever both switches are in the same position (both
up or both down); otherwise, the light is off. Right now, switch A
and switch B are both up, and the light is on. But things could be
different . . .
Our five target sentences are shown in (4) along with their condition labels, by
which we refer to them in the following.5
(4) a. Condition label: A>OFF
If switch A was down, the light would be off.
b. Condition label: B>OFF
If switch B was down, the light would be off.
c. Condition label: A∨B>OFF = (2a)
If switch A or switch B was down, the light would be off.
4 The two-switches scenario was originally introduced by Lifschitz (1990) in the context of causal
reasoning. Within the literature on counterfactuals, it was first discussed in Schulz 2007, as a
counterexample to the theory in Veltman 2005. That discussion is unrelated to our present concerns.
The specific text in (3) is our own, and to the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to discuss
the two-switches scenario in connection with negated conjunctive antecedents.
5 These labels were not shown to participants, and are based on the following conventions: we write
A as an abbreviation for switch A is up, and A for switch A is down, and similarly for switch B.
We use the standard logical notations ¬,∧,∨ for negation, conjunction, and disjunction, and > for
the counterfactual conditional construction. In Section 3, we will assume that these representations
correspond to the logical forms of these sentences, at a suitable level of abstraction.
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Sentence Number True (%) False (%) Indet. (%)
A>OFF 256 169 66.02% 6 2.34% 81 31.64%
B>OFF 235 153 65.11% 7 2.98% 75 31.91%
A∨B>OFF 362 251 69.33% 14 3.87% 97 26.80%
¬(A∧B)>OFF 372 82 22.04% 136 36.56% 154 41.40%
¬(A∧B)>ON 200 43 21.50% 63 31.50% 94 47.00%
Table 3 Results of the main experiment
d. Condition label: ¬(A∧B)>OFF = (2b)
If switch A and switch B were not both up, the light would be off.
e. Condition label: ¬(A∧B)>ON
If switch A and switch B were not both up, the light would be on.
Our filler sentence is shown in (5). We ruled out data from those participants who
failed to judged it false under the context shown in Figure 2.
(5) If switch A and switch B were both down, the light would be off.
Results We collected data from 2299 non-repetitive participants and rejected
38.02% of the responses. The remaining 1425 responses are summarized in Table 3.
Differences across all five sentences were highly significant (χ2(8,N = 1425) =
383.36, p < 0.0001). Our results fall naturally into two blocks, as indicated by
the dashed line in Table 3. The first block consists of A> OFF, B> OFF, and
A∨B>OFF, which were all judged true by a wide majority. In the second block,
¬(A∧B)> OFF and ¬(A∧B)> ON were generally judged false or indeterminate.
The frequency difference between A∨B> OFF and ¬(A∧B)> OFF is significant:
χ2(2,N = 734) = 197.84, p < 0.0001. Differences within each block were not
significant (first block: χ2(4,N = 853) = 3.33, p= 0.5042; second block: χ2(2,N =
572) = 1.92, p = 0.3829).
Crucially, our results show that A∨B> OFF and ¬(A∧B)> OFF are judged
differently, indicating that these two counterfactuals have different truth conditions.
2.5 Three post-hoc tests
Given our account, the finding of our main experiment suggests that (1a) and (1b)
differ in meaning. To further solidify this conclusion, we ran three post-hoc tests
that rule out some potential alternative accounts for the drop in ‘true’ judgments
from A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF.
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Figure 3 Post-hoc test I. There is no wire between the two “down” positions.
Sentence Number True (%) False (%) Indet. (%)
A>OFF 52 41 78.85% 5 9.61% 6 11.54%
B>OFF 68 60 88.24% 5 7.35% 3 4.41%
A∨B>OFF 110 104 94.55% 1 0.91% 5 4.54%
¬(A∧B)>OFF 116 99 85.34% 9 7.76% 8 6.90%
¬(A∧B)>ON 103 19 18.45% 79 76.70% 5 4.85%
Table 4 Results of Post-hoc test I
2.5.1 Post-hoc test I: The light is on only if both switches are up
Materials Post-hoc test I aimed to test whether the difference in reported truth
value judgments between A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF might be due to context-
independent factors such as differences in complexity or processing load. To this
end, we replaced the pictorial context by the one shown in Figure 3 and we replaced
the third sentence in our descriptive text by the sentence in (6):
(6) As the following wiring diagram shows, the light is on whenever both
switches are up; otherwise, the light is off.
If in our main experiment, the difference in truth value judgments between A∨B>OFF
and ¬(A∧B)>OFF is mainly due to context-independent factors, we should observe
exactly the same difference in this post-hoc test. Alternatively, if it indeed tracks
actual differences in truth conditions, then in this new context, we expect that the
result pattern for the five counterfactual sentences might change.
We used the filler If switch A and switch B were both down, the light would be
on, and we rejected data from participants who failed to judge the filler false.
Results We collected data from 553 non-repetitive participants and rejected 18.81%
of the responses. The remaining 449 responses are summarized in Table 4.
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Sentence Number True (%) False (%) Indet. (%)
¬A>OFF 36 27 75.00% 1 2.78% 8 22.22%
¬B>OFF 43 28 65.12% 7 16.28% 8 18.60%
¬A∨¬B>OFF 80 48 60.00% 16 20.00% 16 20.00%
¬(A∧B)>OFF 372 82 22.04% 136 36.56% 154 41.40%
¬(A∧B)>ON 200 43 21.50% 63 31.50% 94 47.00%
Table 5 Results of Post-hoc test II. The last two lines are repeated from Table 3.
This time, there were no significant differences among the truth value judgments
of the first four sentences (χ2(6,N = 346) = 11.26, p = 0.08). Moreover, for both
A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF, most (> 85%) participants judged them to be true
in this context. These results suggest that the differences in truth value judgments
between A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF that we observed in our main experiment is
unlikely to be due to context-independent factors.
2.5.2 Post-hoc test II: Replacing down by not up
Materials Post-hoc test II was designed to test whether the presence or absence of
explicit negation affects the result pattern of the main experiment. To this end, we
replaced the word down by not up in the target sentences that used it. We did not
replace down by not up in the filler sentence.
Results For ¬A>OFF, ¬B>OFF, and ¬A∨¬B>OFF, we collected data from
561 non-repetitive participants and rejected 71.66% of the responses. The remaining
159 responses are summarized in Table 5 along with the results of ¬(A∧B)>OFF
and ¬(A∧B)>ON from the main experiment.
Table 5 shows that substituting not up for down did not change the pattern in
the observed results: differences across all five sentences were highly significant
(χ2(8,N = 743) = 129.26, p < 0.0001). The results shown in Table 5 also fall
naturally into two blocks, as indicated by the dashed line. Sentences of the first
block were all judged true by a majority, and differences within the first block
were not significant (χ2(4,N = 159) = 5.93, p = 0.2044). The difference between
A∨B>OFF in this test and ¬(A∧B)>OFF in the main experiment is still significant:
χ2(2,N = 452) = 46.37, p < 0.0001. Therefore, we can exclude the presence or
absence of the word not as a potential confounding factor. This also confirms our
background assumption that few participants, if any, would consider the possibility
that a switch might be in an intermediate position (that is, neither up nor down).
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Sentence Number True (%) False (%) Indet. (%)
A>OFF 57 46 80.70% 0 0% 11 19.30%
B>OFF 42 35 83.33% 2 4.76% 5 11.90%
A∨B>OFF 83 61 73.49% 13 15.66% 9 10.84%
Table 6 Results of Post-hoc test III
2.5.3 Post-hoc test III: Replacing was by were
Materials Post-hoc test III was designed to rule out the possibility that the choice
of auxiliary affected the truth value judgments we found in our main experiment.
To this end, we replaced the word was by were in the target sentences that used it
(A>OFF, B>OFF, and A∨B>OFF).
Results We collected data from 556 non-repetitive participants and rejected 67.27%
of the responses. The remaining 182 responses are summarized in Table 6.
Overall, the results of Post-hoc test III yielded the same pattern as in the main
experiment. Each of the sentences in this test was judged true by most (> 70%) of the
participants. Moreover, the difference between A∨B>OFF in this test and ¬(A∧B)>
OFF in the main experiment is still significant: χ2(2,N = 455) = 83.89, p < 0.0001.
Therefore, we can exclude the choice of auxiliary as a potential factor affecting our
main finding.6
2.6 Discussion and conclusions
As shown in the results of our main experiment (Table 3), A>OFF and B>OFF were
generally judged ‘true’. Given the way the switches are wired, this suggests that
most participants interpreted A>OFF and B>OFF by considering what would be
the case if just the switch in question was toggled, leaving the other one in place.
Similarly, it seems that most participants interpreted A∨B> OFF by considering
one switch at a time, while ignoring the option that both switches might be toggled
simultaneously.7
As for ¬(A∧B)>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>ON, most participants judged them ‘inde-
terminate’ or ‘false’. This suggests that the predominant strategy for these sentences
6 This time, the comparison among the three sentences A>OFF, B>OFF and A∨B>OFF showed a
significant difference: χ2(4,N = 182) = 13.18, p = 0.01. We have no explanation for this fact.
7 The filler sentence queried that option; by discarding data from participants who judged it incorrectly,
we guarded against the possibility that participants were unaware of the fact that the light remains on
when both switches are toggled.
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is to consider all three possibilities: only switch A is toggled; only switch B is
toggled; both switches are toggled. These possibilities do not all agree on the state
of the light, leading to the lack of ‘true’ judgments.
Crucially, A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF are judged in a different way. Having
excluded various confounds, we take this difference in judgments to reflect an
actual difference in truth values: in the given context, A∨B> OFF is true, while
¬(A∧B)>OFF is not. Thus, these two counterfactuals must have different meanings.
By compositionality, their antecedents, corresponding to (1a) and (1b), must
then have different meanings as well. However, these antecedents have the same
truth conditions, as confirmed by Pretest I. Hence, it is possible for two sentential
clauses to have the same truth conditions and different meanings—which shows that
meaning is not completely determined by truth conditions.
In fact, our results are problematic not only for truth-conditional semantics, but
for any semantic theory that validates de Morgan’s law ¬(A∧B)≡ ¬A∨¬B. One
example is the truth-maker semantics of Fine 2012: while taking sentence meanings
to be more structured than truth conditions, this theory validates de Morgan’s law,
and therefore it leads to the problematic prediction that (1a) and (1b) are equivalent.
2.6.1 Ruling out alternative accounts for our findings
Some previous studies (e.g. Fox 2007; Spector 2007) have suggested that a silent
exhaustivity operator Exh might strengthen the meaning of natural language or and
cause it to be interpreted as an exclusive rather than inclusive disjunction (see also
Nute 1975). Thus, the use of Exh can break de Morgan’s law. However, since Pretest
I has shown that (1a) is generally judged true even when both switches are down,
exhaustive strengthening generally does not take place in (1a). We know of no
evidence that strengthening happens in counterfactual antecedents more often than
in main clauses.8 Therefore, it seems unlikely that the observed difference between
A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF can be attributed to the fact that a silent exhaustivity
operator strengthens the antecedent of A∨B>OFF.
Since Pretest II has shown that ¬(A∧B)>OFF and A∨B>OFF are judged equally
natural, the drop in ‘true’ judgments between these two sentences cannot be due to
differences in sentence naturalness. Relatedly, Post-hoc tests II and III showed that
the drop in ‘true’ judgments between these two sentences cannot be attributed to the
use of were or explicit negation in ¬(A∧B)>OFF, either.
Finally, it is conceivable that in ¬(A∧B)>OFF, the string not both up might
have been interpreted as both not up, either through misreading or as a result of
interpreting up as focused (Rooth 1996). However, we separately tested the sentence
8 In fact, many accounts of exhaustive strengthening assume that if it can occur at all, it can only occur
in main clauses; for theoretical issues, see Schlenker to appear.
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Switch A and switch B are not both up in a pictorial context that shows switch
A up and switch B down: 76.9% of 290 participants judged it true, showing that
interpreting not both up as both not up is at best unlikely. Moreover, if participants
really interpreted not both up as both down, we would expect a spike in ‘true’
judgments for (4e); however, only 21.5% of participants judged this sentence true.
3 Breaking de Morgan’s law
The difference between A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF finds a natural explanation
once we move from a purely truth-conditional notion of meaning to a more fine-
grained one, such as that provided by inquisitive semantics (Ciardelli et al. 2013). In
this framework, the meaning of a sentence ϕ is given not in terms of truth conditions
with respect to possible worlds, but in terms of support conditions with respect to
information states, where an information state is modeled as a subset of the set W of
possible worlds. The maximal information states supporting a sentence ϕ are called
the alternatives for ϕ , and the set of alternatives is denoted Alt(ϕ). A sentence is
called inquisitive if it has two or more alternatives, and non-inquisitive if it has only
one. The set of worlds where ϕ is true, denoted |ϕ|, is defined as the union of the
alternatives for ϕ . Thus, the inquisitive meaning of a sentence still determines its
truth conditions, but the converse is no longer the case: two sentences may very
well have the same truth conditions while being associated with different sets of
alternatives. This is the case for our counterfactual antecedents (1a) and (1b). To see
why, we need to consider how basic clauses are interpreted in inquisitive semantics,
and how disjunction, conjunction, and negation operate in this framework.
First, consider the statement switch A is down, which we abbreviate as A. As
shown in (7a), this is supported by an information state s in case it follows from the
information available in s that switch A is down, that is, in case A is down at each
world in s. This in turn means that this statement has a unique alternative, as shown
in (7b). The same goes for the other basic clauses switch B is down, switch A is up,
and switch B is up, abbreviated here as B, A, and B. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
(7) a. s |= A iff s⊆ {w ∈W |switch A is down in w}
b. Alt(A) = {{w ∈W |switch A is down in w}}= {|A|}
Inquisitive semantics comes with a natural treatment of propositional connectives,
obtained by associating these connectives with the natural algebraic operations on
the space of inquisitive meanings (see Roelofsen 2013). In particular, disjunction,
conjunction, and negation are interpreted by means of the following support clauses:
(8) a. s |= ϕ ∧ψ iff s |= ϕ and s |= ψ
b. s |= ϕ ∨ψ iff s |= ϕ or s |= ψ
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↑↑ ↑↓
↓↑ ↓↓
(a) A
↑↑ ↑↓
↓↑ ↓↓
(b) B
↑↑ ↑↓
↓↑ ↓↓
(c) A∨ B
↑↑ ↑↓
↓↑ ↓↓
(d) A∧ B
↑↑ ↑↓
↓↑ ↓↓
(e) ¬[A∧B]
Figure 4 Inquisitive meanings of some simple sentences. ↑↑ represents a world
where both switches are up, ↑↓ a world where A is up but B is down,
etc. To avoid clutter, only alternatives are depicted.
c. s |= ¬ϕ iff s∩ t =∅ for all t |= ϕ
We can now verify that in inquisitive semantics, just as in truth-conditional semantics,
the sentence switch A is down is equivalent with switch A is not up, that is, A≡¬A.9
(9) a. s |= ¬A iff s∩ t =∅ for all t ⊆ {w ∈W |switch A is up in w}
iff s∩{w ∈W |switch A is up in w}=∅
iff s⊆ {w ∈W |switch A is down in w} iff s |= A
For our first complex antecedent, (1a), analyzed as A∨B, inquisitive semantics yields
two distinct alternatives: the set |A| consisting of those worlds where A is down,
and the set |B| consisting of those worlds where B is down. These alternatives are
depicted in Figure 4(c).
(10) a. s |= A∨B iff s⊆ |A| or s⊆ |B|
b. Alt(A∨B) = {|A|, |B|}
Now consider the conjunction switch A and switch B are both up, analyzed as A∧B.
Inquisitive semantics yields a unique alternative, consisting of those worlds where
both switches are up. This is shown in Figure 4(d).
(11) a. s |= A∧ B iff s⊆ |A| and s⊆ |B|
iff s⊆ |A∧ B|
b. Alt(A∧ B) = {|A∧ B|}
Finally, for the clause (1b), analyzed as ¬(A∧B) inquisitive semantics yields a
unique alternative, consisting of all worlds where the switches are not both up. This
9 Recall that we are assuming that up and down are the only possible positions for our switches. The
results we obtained in Post-hoc test II justify this assumption.
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is depicted in Figure 4(e).
(12) a. s |= ¬(A∧B) iff s∩ t = /0 for all t ⊆ |A∧B|
iff s⊆ (W −|A∧B|)
b. Alt(¬(A∧B)) = {W −|A∧B|}
Since |A| ∪ |B|=W −|A∧B|, inquisitive semantics predicts that (1a) and (1b) are
true at the same worlds, namely, at those worlds in which one or both switches
are down. This is in line with classical logic, and also with the result of Pretest
I, as reported in Section 2.3.1. However, these two clauses are assigned different
meanings: (1a) has two distinct alternatives, whereas (1b) has only one.
4 Explaining the contrast: Two assumptions for one antecedent
What still remains to be explained is how the non-truth-conditional difference be-
tween A∨B and ¬(A∧B) ends up affecting the truth conditions of the counterfactuals
A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF in which they are embedded. For this, we adopt an
idea due to Alonso-Ovalle (2006, 2009) (see also van Rooij 2006; Fine 2012). We
assume that a counterfactual antecedent need not always specify a single counterfac-
tual assumption; rather, when an antecedent provides multiple semantic alternatives,
as in the case of (1a), each of them constitutes a distinct counterfactual assumption.
In order for the counterfactual to be true, the consequent must follow on each of
these assumptions. Thus, A∨B>OFF is interpreted in effect as the conjunction of
A>OFF and B>OFF, and differently from ¬(A∧B)>OFF. This explains the strong
similarity between the response patterns of A∨B>OFF, A>OFF and B>OFF.
To implement this idea in our setting, we will apply the general recipe for
lifting accounts of counterfactuals into inquisitive semantics described in Ciardelli
2016.10 The starting point is an arbitrary truth-conditional account of counterfactuals,
given in the form of a binary operation⇒ which maps any two propositions p and
q to a corresponding conditional proposition p⇒ q. Most existing accounts of
counterfactuals, including minimal change accounts (Stalnaker 1968; Lewis 1973),
premise semantics (Kratzer 1981), and causal accounts (Pearl 2000), can be seen
as providing such a map.11 The lifting recipe interprets a counterfactual statement,
10 The theory of Alonso-Ovalle 2009, which inspires the inquisitive lifting recipe we adopt, would
account for the semantics of A∨B>OFF in a similar way. However, this theory builds on minimal
change semantics, which Section 5 argues is problematic. By contrast, inquisitive lifting is modular,
and can be combined with various accounts of conditionals. In addition, whereas conjunction is
problematic in alternative semantics (Ciardelli & Roelofsen 2015), inquisitive semantics comes with
a principled theory of propositional connectives (Roelofsen 2013), which we put to use in this section.
11 In each of these accounts, the definition of the conditional proposition p⇒ q makes use of some
additional piece of structure: a similarity metrics on worlds in the case of minimal change accounts;
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denoted by ϕ > ψ , by means of the following support clause.
Definition 1 (Inquisitive lifting of an account of counterfactuals).
s |= ϕ > ψ iff ∀p ∈ Alt(ϕ) ∃q ∈ Alt(ψ) such that s⊆ (p⇒ q)
According to this clause, when ϕ and ψ are non-inquisitive, that is, Alt(ϕ) = {|ϕ|}
and Alt(ψ) = {|ψ|}, the conditional ϕ > ψ has a unique alternative as well, which
coincides with the counterfactual proposition delivered by the given base account:
Alt(ϕ > ψ) = {|ϕ| ⇒ |ψ|}.
Except for A∨B>OFF, all of the counterfactuals in our experiment have non-
inquisitive antecedents and consequents, so they will be interpreted just as they are
interpreted by any basic account we may choose. As for A∨B>OFF, the clause
interprets it as follows (where OFF stands for “the light is off”):
s |= A∨B>OFF iff ∀p ∈ {|A|, |B|} ∃q ∈ {|OFF|} such that s⊆ (p⇒ q)
iff s⊆ |A| ⇒ |OFF| and s⊆ |B| ⇒ |OFF|
iff s⊆ (|A| ⇒ |OFF|)∩ (|B| ⇒ |OFF|)
As in the previous cases, the counterfactual as a whole has a unique alternative,
namely, the proposition (|A| ⇒ |OFF|)∩ (|B| ⇒ |OFF|). However, this alternative is
not the same proposition |A∨B| ⇒ |OFF| that would be delivered by applying the
basic truth-conditional account to the sentence. Rather, the basic account is applied
twice, once for each disjunct of the antecedent, and the resulting propositions are
then intersected. Thus, disjunctive antecedents are interpreted as providing multiple
counterfactual assumptions, and A∨B>OFF is predicted to be true just in case both
A>OFF and B>OFF are true.
This means that, at least insofar as truth is concerned, our data will be fully
explained if we can find a truth-conditional account of counterfactuals according to
which A>OFF and B>OFF are true, but ¬(A∧B)>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>ON are not.
The inquisitive lifting of this account will still make the same predictions about these
cases; moreover, it will predict A∨B>OFF to be true—something that no purely
truth-conditional account could do without also making ¬(A∧B)>OFF true.
In sum, inquisitive semantics combined with Alonso-Ovalle’s idea allows us to
explain the observed difference between A∨B>OFF and ¬(A∧B)>OFF. A∨B>OFF
requires us to consider two assumptions: the assumption that switch A was down,
and the assumption that switch B was down; as witnessed by the truth of the
counterfactuals A> OFF and B> OFF, in our scenario each of these assumptions
leads to the conclusion that the light is off; hence, A∨B>OFF is true. By contrast,
premise sets in the case of premise semantics; and a causal network in the case of causal accounts.
However, our lifting recipe only needs access to the resulting operation on propositions—not to this
additional structure.
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¬(A∧B)>OFF asks us to make just one assumption, namely, that the position of the
switches was different than it is; as witnessed by the fact that ¬(A∧B)>OFF is not
judged true, this assumption does not lead to the conclusion that the light is off.
5 The challenge for minimal change theories of counterfactuals
Besides providing evidence against the truth-conditional view on meaning, our data
also challenge an idea at the heart of many accounts of counterfactuals, namely,
the idea that making a counterfactual assumption requires minimizing the departure
from the actual state of affairs. We call this the minimal change requirement.
In the canonical account of counterfactuals (Stalnaker 1968; Lewis 1973), this
requirement is implemented in a straightforward way: a given similarity ordering on
worlds is assumed, and a counterfactual ϕ > ψ is declared to be true at a world w in
case ψ is true at all the worlds where ϕ is true and which are otherwise minimally
different from w. Other approaches, such as premise semantics and causal accounts,
while different in important ways, also incorporate the minimal change requirement.
The role of the minimal change requirement is to make sure that enough infor-
mation about the actual state of affairs is retained when making a counterfactual
assumption. For instance, in the setting of our main experiment, the assumption
that switch A is down by itself does not lead to the conclusion that the light is off,
because switch B might be down as well, and in that case the light would still be on.
Nevertheless, (13) was judged true by a wide majority of our participants.
(13) If switch A was down, the light would be off.
Intuitively, this is because in making the counterfactual assumption that A is down,
the fact that switch B is actually up is retained, which by the laws of the circuit
leads to the conclusion that the light is off. The fact that the position of switch B is
retained is commonly attributed to a requirement that departure from actuality be as
small as needed to accommodate the counterfactual assumption.
However, our data raise a serious challenge for the minimal change requirement
—a challenge which is independent of the complications that arise from disjunctive
antecedents. To see why, consider the Stalnaker-Lewis semantics.
Let us first give an intuitive argument, which assumes that the causal laws of
our circuit are held fixed. Now, either toggling both switches counts as a bigger
change than toggling just one, or it does not. If it counts as a bigger change, then
the minimally different worlds where the switches are not both up are those worlds
where only one of the switches is down. By the causal laws, the light is off in all
these worlds. Therefore, ¬(A∧B)>OFF is predicted to be true, in contrast to our
findings. On the other hand, if toggling both switches does not count as a bigger
change than toggling just one, then among the minimally different worlds in which
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switch A is down we have worlds in which both switches are down. By the laws of
our circuit, the light is on in these worlds. Therefore, A>OFF is not predicted to be
true, again in contrast to our findings. In sum, whether or not toggling both switches
count as a non-minimal change, our data are not accounted for.
Let us now give a purely logical argument, which relies only on the semantics
of our sentences, and not on the causal laws of our scenario. The argument goes
as follows. In order for A>OFF to be true, the light must be off in all minimally
different worlds where switch A is down. Similarly, in order for B> OFF to be
true, the light must be off in all minimally different worlds where switch B is
down. Now consider a minimally different world in which the switches are not
both up. This must be either a minimally different world in which A is down, or
a minimally different world in which B is down. In either case, the light must be
off in this world. Therefore, ¬(A∧B)>OFF is predicted to be true. This shows that
regardless of the specific notion of relative similarity that is at play, it is impossible
for ¬(A∧B)>OFF not to be true, given that A>OFF and B>OFF are true. Thus, our
data are incompatible with a Stalnaker-Lewis semantics, regardless of the specific
assumptions one makes about world similarity. Similar issues stemming from the
minimal change assumption arise if we analyze our counterfactuals using existing
accounts based on premise sets or on causal networks.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we reported on a web survey that we conducted to test the truth condi-
tions of certain counterfactual conditionals. The results of this survey indicate that
truth-conditionally equivalent antecedents can make different semantic contributions
to the interpretation of conditionals they are part of. Assuming compositionality,
this leads to the conclusion that the meaning of these antecedents—and sentential
clauses more generally—should not be identified with their truth conditions. Instead,
we argued that a natural explanation of our data is available in the more fine-grained
framework provided by inquisitive semantics, on the basis of the inquisitive treat-
ment of propositional connectives and of a general recipe for making accounts of
conditionals sensitive to inquisitive content.
Our data also challenge existing theories of conditionals in a different way.
Contrary to the predictions of the minimal change view (e.g. Stalnaker 1968; Lewis
1973), evaluating some counterfactuals involves looking at scenarios that depart in a
non-minimal way from the actual world. Due to space limitations, in this paper we
have not presented an alternative to the minimal-change view, as would be needed
to account for our dataset. In future work we plan to provide such an alternative,
relaxing the minimal change requirement so as to reconcile the observations that led
to its adoption with our experimental findings.
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